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(11 am) 

HIGHGATE CEMETERY BILL 

1. MS SALMON PERCIVAL:  It is 11 am, so welcome, everyone, to this year’s 

examination. My name is Chris Salmon Percival and I am the Clerk of Private Bills in the House 

of Lords. I invite my colleague to introduce himself.  

2. MR CHRISTOPHER STANTON: I am Christopher Stanton, Clerk of Bills in 

the House of Commons and one of the Examiners.  

3. MS CHRISTINE SALMON PERCIVAL: I believe you have been told the 

order in which we shall take the Bills this morning. A vote entry confirming the House in 

which the Bills will originate will appear tomorrow. Let us begin with the Highgate Cemetery 

Bill. I call the Highgate Cemetery Bill.  

4. MR NICHOLAS EVANS: Good morning, madam. My name is Nick Evans of 

BDB Pitmans, parliamentary agents for the Friends of Highgate Cemetery Trust, the 

promoters of the Bill. I am joined by Pam Thompson, our parliamentary clerk, who is currently 

handing to you an updated version of our proof, and Mustafa Latif-Aramesh.  

5. MS CHRISTINE SALMON PERCIVAL: Thank you very much. Could I just 

interject that I would be grateful if we could go through the Standing Orders at a fairly 

measured pace so that we can keep up with you? Thank you. 

6. MR NICHOLAS EVANS: Of course, absolutely. Mrs Thompson, could you 

hand in the newspapers, which are marked A to H? They are: the Times of 28 November and 

5 December this year; the Hampstead & Highgate Express, also of those dates; the Islington 

Gazette of those dates; and the Camden New Journal.  

7. Between them, they circulate in Camden, Islington and, in the case of the Times, 

nationally. These are marked A to H and contain notice of the application for the Bill. I prove 

that each notice contains a concise summary of the purposes of the Bill.  

8. I prove that each notice states that on and after 4 December 2019 a copy of the 

Bill may be inspected and copies obtained at a reasonable price at the offices of BDB Pitmans 

in Westminster, London, and at the offices of Highgate Cemetery at Swain’s Lane, Highgate, 

being an office in the London borough in which the principal office of the promoters of the 

Bill is situated. 

9. I prove that each notice also states the time within which objections may be made 

by submission of a petition to the office of the Clerk of the Parliaments or the Private Bill 
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Office of the House of Commons, and that information regarding the submission of such 

petitions may be obtained from either of those offices or from the agents for the promoter’s 

Bill.  

10. I prove that each notice is headed by the short title of the Bill and is subscribed 

with the name of the person responsible for the publication of the notice.  

11. I prove that each notice contains the website and contact details of the office of 

the Clerk of the Parliaments, the Private Bill Office of the House of Commons and the agents 

for the promoters.  

12. I consider that this Standing Order has been complied with.  

13. MS CHRISTINE SALMON PERCIVAL: Thank you.  

14. MR NICHOLAS EVANS: Mrs Thompson will hand in the affidavit marked “Ian 

Robert Dungavell” in respect of the Friends of Highgate Cemetery Trust. Dr Dungavell, by 

way of affidavit proves, and Mrs Thompson, do you prove that copies of the Bill were made 

available in the manner and at the offices mentioned in the notices? 

15. MRS PAMELA THOMPSON: I do. 

16. MR NICHOLAS EVANS: I consider that this Standing Order has been 

complied with.  

17. MS CHRISTINE SALMON PERCIVAL: Thank you. 

18. MR NICHOLAS EVANS: I prove that Standing Orders 5 to 9 are not applicable 

to the Bill. Regarding Standing Order 10, I prove that the Bill is not promoted by a local or 

joint authority.  

19. I prove that the principal office of the Friends of Highgate Cemetery Trust 

promoting the Bill is situated in the London Borough of Camden. I prove that the newspaper 

notices marked A to H, previously handed in, were duly published in the area of the said local 

authority, once in each of two consecutive weeks with an interval of not less than six clear 

days between the two publication dates, the second publication being not later than 11 

December 2019.  

20. I prove that the several newspaper notices are in the same terms, and I consider 

that this Standing Order has been complied with.  

21. MS CHRISTINE SALMON PERCIVAL: Thank you. 

22. MR NICHOLAS EVANS: I prove that Standing Order 10A is not applicable to 

the Bill. Regarding Standing Order 11, Mrs Thompson is producing the London Gazette of 3 
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December, which contains a notice of the Bill, which was also published online on 2 

December.  

23. I prove that such notice was published not later than 11 December this year. I 

prove that such notice states the short title of the Bill, the time within which objection may 

be made by deposit of a petition in the office of the Clerk of the Parliaments or the Private 

Bill Office of the House of Commons, and that information regarding the deposit of the 

petitions may be obtained from either of those offices or from the agents for the promoters 

of the Bill.  

24. The notice also states the offices at which copies of the Bill may be inspected and 

obtained.  

25. I consider that this Standing Order has been complied with. 

26. MS CHRISTINE SALMON PERCIVAL: Thank you. You say that it is 

published online. Where online? 

27. MR NICHOLAS EVANS: It is on the Gazette’s website, so it was published the 

day before they published the hard copy.  

28. MS CHRISTINE SALMON PERCIVAL: Thank you.  

29. MR NICHOLAS EVANS: I prove that Standing Orders 12 to 18 are not 

applicable to the Bill.  

30. Standing Order 19: Mrs Thompson is handing in a list marked I, with Post Office 

receipts attached thereto, which she has signed. Mrs Thompson, do you prove that on or 

before 11 December 2019, as regards the list marked I, you gave notice in writing to the 

parties mentioned in the list, in accordance with Standing Orders 22 and 24, that stated the 

intention to apply for a Bill whereby it is proposed to alter or repeal any express statutory 

provision now in force for the protection of the owner, or reputed owner, lessee, or reputed 

lessee, or occupier of any specifically designated property, or the protection or benefit of any 

public trustees or commissioners, corporation or other persons specifically named in that 

provision? 

31. MRS PAMELA THOMPSON: I do. 

32. MR NICHOLAS EVANS: I prove that the list marked I contains the names of 

all the persons for the time being entitled to enforce any such statutory provision, except 

those persons whose identity could not after reasonable inquiry be ascertained.  
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33. Mrs Thompson, do you prove that in the case of notices forwarded by post and 

shown in the list marked I, those notices were posted on or before 8 December and that 

none of those letters were returned by the Post Office as undelivered? 

34. MRS PAMELA THOMPSON: I do. 

35. MR NICHOLAS EVANS: I prove that the list marked I contains the names of 

all the persons for the time being entitled to enforce any express statutory provision now in 

force for the protections marked in A and B which is proposed to be altered or appealed, 

except those persons whose identity could not after reasonable inquiry be ascertained.  

36. I consider that this Standing Order has been complied with.  

37. MS CHRISTINE SALMON PERCIVAL: Mr Evans, could you provide a little 

bit more background on why you feel that Standing Order 19 applies? 

38. MR NICHOLAS EVANS: Certainly. Under the Bill, we propose to repeal the 

London Cemetery Company Act 1836, which provided for the laying out of Highgate 

Cemetery, among other cemeteries.  

39. That Act contains protective provisions for the benefit of parties. In one case 

there is the church in the vicinity of Highgate Cemetery; there is a requirement that any 

church built within Highgate Cemetery not be within a particular distance of it.  

40. There are protective provisions for the trustees of roads, and there are protective 

provisions in relation to the Commissioners for Sewers. All those protective provisions, we 

believe, are effectively spent because the cemetery has now been there for 180 years, so it 

has been built. 

41. But, technically, we are repealing those protections, so to be on the safe side we 

considered that we ought to give notice to those persons. In one case it is actually the London 

Borough of Southwark, because the same Act provides for the construction of a cemetery in 

Southwark which the London Borough of Southwark now operates. So we have stopped them 

protecting themselves from themselves, but we thought it best to notify them. 

42. MS CHRISTINE SALMON PERCIVAL: That is excellent. Thank you very 

much. 

43. MR NICHOLAS EVANS: I prove that Standing Order 19A is not applicable to 

the Bill.  
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44. I prove that Standing Order 19B is not applicable to the Bill and Standing Order 

20 is not applicable to the Bill. I prove that Standing Orders 21 and 25 are not applicable to 

the Bill.  

45. I prove that Standing Order 25A is not applicable to the Bill, because it is not 

promoted by the Greater London Authority, Transport for London, the London 

Development Agency nor the council of a London borough.  

46. MS CHRISTINE SALMON PERCIVAL: May I clarify for the purposes of the 

record that we agree that Standing Orders 22, 23 and 24 do not need separately to be proved? 

47. MR NICHOLAS EVANS: In that light, I consider that Standing Order 26 does 

not separately have to be proved.  

48. MS CHRISTINE SALMON PERCIVAL: Thank you.  

49. MR NICHOLAS EVANS: I prove that Standing Orders 27 to 37 are not 

applicable to the Bill. 

50. MS CHRISTINE SALMON PERCIVAL: Forgive me, because of my 

intervention, I did not quite hear. Do you regard Standing Order 25A as not applicable to the 

Bill? 

51. MR NICHOLAS EVANS: That is correct. Standing Order 38: Mrs Thompson, 

do you prove that, on or before 27 November, you deposited, in accordance with Standing 

Order 26, Standing Order 201 of the House of Lords and Standing Order 209 of the House 

of Commons, a printed copy of the Bill in the Office of the Clerk of the Parliaments, in the 

Private Bill Office of the House of Commons and in the Vote Office? 

52. MRS PAMELA THOMPSON: I do. 

53. MR NICHOLAS EVANS: I prove that there is attached to every copy of the 

Bill a printed memorandum describing the Bill generally and, subject to Standing Order 38(4), 

every clause in the Bill and including a statement of opinion by or on behalf of the promoters 

as to the compatibility of the provisions of the Bill with the convention rights as defined in the 

Human Rights Act 1998.  

54. I consider that this Standing Order has been complied with. 

55. Standing Order 39: here is a slight alteration from the draft proof that we provided 

to you earlier.  

56. Mrs Thompson, do you prove that, on or before 4 December 2019, you deposited 

electronically, as specified in the appropriate list kept under Standing Order 1A and in 
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accordance with Standing Order 26, copies of the Bill except in respect of that deposit 

required to be made to the Department for International Trade? 

57. MRS PAMELA THOMPSON: I do. 

58. MR NICHOLAS EVANS: Mrs Thompson will hand in the list of read receipts 

for the electronic deposits.  

59. MS CHRISTINE SALMON PERCIVAL: I was going to ask how many 

departments received their deposits electronically and how you satisfied yourself that they 

were actually received. I am assuming that the list that you have just handed in is your proof 

of their receipt. 

60. MRS PAMELA THOMPSON: Yes. What I have handed in is tagged and shows 

each department, the email that I sent to the department and the acknowledgement that the 

department sent back to say that they had received it. 

61. MS CHRISTINE SALMON PERCIVAL: Lovely. 

62. MRS PAMELA THOMPSON: Except for the Department for International 

Trade, which failed to answer its email; so that one, as we will prove in a moment, was served 

by hand. 

63. MS CHRISTINE SALMON PERCIVAL: Lovely. Thank you. 

64. MR NICHOLAS EVANS: Mr Latif-Aramesh, do you prove that on or before 4 

December 2019, you deposited in person, in accordance with Standing Order 26, a copy of 

the Bill required to be made to the Department for International Trade, as specified in the 

appropriate list kept under Standing Order 1A? 

65. MR MUSTAFA LATIF-ARAMESH: I do. 

66. MS CHRISTINE SALMON PERCIVAL: Thank you. 

67. MR NICHOLAS EVANS: They were the ones who did not reply, in short. Mrs 

Thompson, do you prove that those deposits are the only deposits required to be made under 

Standing Order 39? 

68. MRS PAMELA THOMPSON: I do. 

69. MR NICHOLAS EVANS: I consider that this Standing Order has been 

complied with. Standing Order 40 was repealed.  

70. I consider that Standing Order 41 is not applicable to the Bill.  

71. I prove that Standing Orders 42 and 43 are not applicable to the Bill.  
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72. I prove that Standing Order 44 is not applicable to the Bill. Standing Order 46 has 

been repealed. I prove that Standing Orders 45 and 47 to 59 are not applicable to the Bill. 

73. MS CHRISTINE SALMON PERCIVAL: Many thanks, Mr Evans. That 

concludes your proof. I find that Standing Orders applicable to this Bill have been complied 

with.  

____________ 

(11.16 am) 

MONKEN HADLEY COMMON BILL 

74. MR CHRISTOPHER STANTON: Good morning, I call the Monken Hadley 

Common Bill. Mr Lewis.  

75. MR ALASTAIR LEWIS: Good morning, I am afraid I have to start with an 

apology, because I have failed to bring hard copies of the proof with me, having sent them 

electronically. 

76. MR CHRISTOPHER STANTON: I have a hard copy, which I have printed 

out. 

77. MR ALASTAIR LEWIS: I am very relieved to hear that.  

78. MR CHRISTOPHER STANTON: If we can proceed with that as the basis, I 

am perfectly happy to do that.  

79. MR ALASTAIR LEWIS: I introduce my colleague Sarah Rhodes, who will hand 

in copies of the Barnet Borough Times, circulating in the London Borough of Barnet on 28 

November 2019 and 5 December 2019, respectively, each containing notice of the application 

for the Bill. 

80. I prove that each notice contains a concise summary of the purposes of the Bill 

and I prove that each notice states that on and after 4 December 2019, a copy of the Bill may 

be inspected and copies obtained at a reasonable price at the offices of Sharpe Pritchard LLP, 

Elm Yard, 10-16 Elm Street, London, WC1X 0BJ; and at the following office,  Boyes Sutton 

and Perry Solicitors Ltd, 20 Wood Street, Barnet, EN5 4BJ, being an office in the London 

borough in which the principal office of the promoters of the Bill is situated.  

81. I prove that each notice also states the time within which objections may be made 

by submission of a petition to the Office of the Clerk of the Parliaments or the Private Bill 

Office of the House of Commons, and that information regarding the submission of such 

petitions may be obtained from either of those offices or from the agents for the promoters.  
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82. I prove that each notice is headed by the short title of the Bill and is subscribed 

with the name of the person responsible for the publication of the notice. I prove that each 

notice contains the website and contact details of the Office of the Clerk of the Parliaments, 

of the Private Bill Office of the House of Commons and of the agents for the promoters.  

83. I consider that Standing Order 4 has been complied with. Standing Order 4A: can 

you, Sarah Rhodes, hand in the affidavit of Yousouf Dookhun? By his affidavit, Yousouf 

Dookhun, a solicitor of Boyes Sutton and Perry Solicitors Ltd, 20 Wood Street, Barnet, EN5 

4BJ, proves in respect of the London Borough of Barnet, and I prove in respect of London, 

that copies of the Bill were made available in the manner and at the offices mentioned in the 

notices. I consider that Standing Order 4A has been complied with.  

84. MR CHRISTOPHER STANTON: May I just ask what the reasonable price 

was that you charged? 

85. MR ALASTAIR LEWIS: £1 is what we said was the official price, but we hinted 

that it might be acceptable to hand them out for no cost whatever. 

86. MR CHRISTOPHER STANTON: Thank you.  

87. MR ALASTAIR LEWIS: I do not believe that we have had any takers at our 

office— 

88. MR CHRISTOPHER STANTON: Okay.  

89. MR ALASTAIR LEWIS: —and I am not sure whether the residents of Barnet 

have troubled the other firm. 

90. I think I got to Standing Orders 5 to 9. I prove that Standing Orders 5 to 9 are 

not applicable to the Bill. 

91. I prove that the Bill is not promoted by a local or joint authority. I prove that the 

principal office of the churchwardens of the parish church of Monken Hadley in the county of 

Middlesex promoting the Bill is situated in the London Borough of Barnet.  

92. I prove that the newspaper notice previously handed in was duly published in the 

area of the said London Borough of Barnet once in each of two consecutive weeks, with an 

interval of not less than six clear days between the two publication dates, the second 

publication being not later than 11 December 2019. 

93. I prove that the several newspaper notices are in the same terms, and I consider 

that Standing Order 10 has been complied with. 

94. I prove that Standing Order 10A is not applicable to the Bill. 
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95. Ms Rhodes, would you please hand in the London Gazette of 28 November 2019, 

containing a notice of the Bill? 

96. I prove that such notice was published not later than 11 December 2019. 

97. I prove that such notice states the short title of the Bill, the time within which 

objection may be made by submission of a petition to the Office of the Clerk of the 

Parliaments or the Private Bill Office of the House of Commons, and that information 

regarding the submission of such petitions may be obtained from either of those offices or 

from the agents for the promoters, and the offices at which copies of the Bill may be inspected 

and obtained mentioned in the full notice. 

98. I consider that Standing Order 11 has been complied with. 

99. I prove that Standing Orders 12 to 18 are not applicable to the Bill. 

100. I prove that Standing Order 19 is not applicable to the Bill. 

101. I prove that Standing Order 19A is not applicable to the Bill. 

102. I prove that Standing Order 19B is not applicable to the Bill. 

103. I prove that Standing Order 20 is not applicable to the Bill, and I prove that 

Standing Orders 21 and 25 are not applicable to the Bill. 

104. I prove that Standing Order 25A is not applicable to the Bill, because it is not 

promoted by the Greater London Authority, Transport for London, the London 

Development Agency, nor the council of a London borough. 

105. I prove that that Standing Orders 27 to 37 are not applicable to the Bill. 

106. MS CHRISTINE SALMON PERCIVAL: May I ask, just for the record, as I 

did before, that you agree that Standing Orders 22, 23, 24 and 26 do not have to be separately 

proved? 

107. MR ALASTAIR LEWIS: Correct. 

108. MS CHRISTINE SALMON PERCIVAL: Thank you. 

109. MR ALASTAIR LEWIS: Standing Order 38: I prove that on or before 27 

November 2019 I deposited, in accordance with Standing Order 26, Standing Order 201 of 

the House of Lords and Standing Order 209 of the House of Commons, a printed copy of the 

Bill in the office of the Clerk of the Parliaments, in the Private Bill Office of the House of 

Commons and in the Vote Office. 

110. I prove that there is attached to every copy of the Bill a printed memorandum 

describing the Bill generally and, subject to Standing Order 38(4), every clause in the Bill, and 
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including a statement of opinion by or on behalf of the promoters as to the compatibility of 

the provisions of the Bill with the convention rights as defined in the Human Rights Act 1998. 

I consider that Standing Order 38 has been complied with.  

111. Now we move to the government deposits. We, too, took the opportunity to 

deposit electronically and, maybe somewhat ironically, I hand in a very large file of paper for 

you, which no doubt will be similar to the one that you have previously seen. It is very much 

along the same lines, coincidentally.  

112. Sarah Rhodes was responsible for making the electronic deposits, which, again, 

you will find tabbed.  

113. We have put in copies, first, of the emails that asked each department whether 

they were happy to accept electronic deposit; secondly, of the email replies saying that yes 

they were—in the case where we got a reply; thirdly, of the emails enclosing the bills; and, 

fourthly, the email responses acknowledging receipt of the bills.  

114. So there should be four separate emails for each department, save for one, which 

I will come on to separately, where we managed not to be able to deposit electronically. 

Rather strangely, it was a different department from the— 

115. MS CHRISTINE SALMON PERCIVAL: It was not the Department for 

International Trade? 

116. MR ALASTAIR LEWIS: It was not. We managed to get that one through, so 

all will be revealed now. 

117. Ms Rhodes, do you prove that, on or before 4 December 2019, you deposited 

electronically, as specified in the appropriate list kept under Standing Order 1A and in 

accordance with Standing Order 26, copies of the Bill, except for in the case of the Ministry 

of Justice? 

118. MS SARAH RHODES: Yes, I do. 

119. MR ALASTAIR LEWIS: And do you prove that, on or before 4 December 

2019, you deposited in person a copy of the Bill at the Ministry of Justice?  

120. MS SARAH RHODES: Yes, I do. 

121. MR ALASTAIR LEWIS: I prove that those deposits are the only deposits 

required to be made under Standing Order 39, and I— 
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122. MR CHRISTOPHER STANTON: Sorry, but just before we finish, I have not 

gone through every page of the electronic ones, but did you in each case get an 

acknowledgement of receipt where an electronic deposit was made? 

123. MS SARAH RHODES: Yes, we did. 

124. MR ALASTAIR LEWIS: Yes, we did. I think in terms we actually got email 

responses, not just read receipts. 

125. MR CHRISTOPHER STANTON: Right. 

126. MS SARAH RHODES: Yes. 

127. MR ALASTAIR LEWIS: We tried for read receipts as well, and we had to 

chase a couple of times in the case of a couple of departments, but we got there in the end. 

128. MR CHRISTOPHER STANTON: Thank you. I understand. 

129. MR ALASTAIR LEWIS: I consider that Standing Order 39 has been complied 

with. 

130. I prove that Standing Order 41 is not applicable to the Bill, and I approve that 

Standing Orders 42 and 43 are not applicable to the Bill.  

131. I prove that Standing Order 44 is not applicable to the Bill, and I prove that 

Standing Orders 45 and 47 to 59 are not applicable to the Bill. 

132. MR CHRISTOPHER STANTON: Thank you very much indeed. Ms Salmon 

Percival, is there anything else that you wish to ask? 

133. MS CHRISTINE SALMON PERCIVAL: Not for me. Thank you very much. 

134. MR CHRISTOPHER STANTON: In that case, I find that the Standing Orders 

applicable to this Bill have been complied with. 

135. With that, we can conclude this morning’s examination. Best wishes to all of you 

for a happy Christmas and the new year. 

136. MR ALASTAIR LEWIS: Thank you very much. 


